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WE NEED MORE SHIPS TO STRANGLE HITHER

says HUGH DALTON, M.P.

Following is the speech delivered by the Ministry of

Economic Warfare, opening Shildon Warships Week this afternoon: -

"He are getting more and more details of Germany’s biggest and greatest drive

for production.

"As you would expect, this drive is entirely for war production. All else

is sacrificed to this. The Germans arc making this vast effort by mobilising labour

on an unprecedented scale and by diverting every possible worker to direct war

effort. The German production machine is already working at about 70% on military

needs. There are reports that they aim to increase this to as much as 85% in the

next few months.

"They are making this drive because they realise that this coming spring and

summer campaign is now or never for them. The German people have been frankly

told that this is a special spurt of only six months’ duration.

"They know that they must win the war this year or not at all, for the shadow

of American and British production is beginning to fall across the shores of Europe.

"From the East the shadow of Russia falls across Germany. German armies

have not had their customary winter pause. German soldiers have not been able to

be sent back in large numbers this winter, as in previous winters, to work in the

factories.

"For the moment, but perhaps only for the moment, we here in Britain are not

in the front line. But, because for the moment we are spared the horrors of the

blitz, or of attempted invasion, we must not sigh with relief and sit back and rest.

We must play our part to the utmost in this desperately important year. As

civilians we can do two things. Me can work harder, and we can consume less, so

that there shall be more for our fighting men, more tanks, more guns, more shells,

more aircraft, more warships.

"Parships for the Atlantic, warships for the Mediterranean, warships for the

Pacific, warships for the Indian Ocean, warships to guard our convoys, warships
to fight our battles, warships to hold the blockade! A blockade, in a wider sense

than ever before.

"Thousands of miles of broad seas divide the two main partners in the Axis.

The resources of each are complementary to the war potential of the other. Germany
can give Japan the benefit of her experience in producing the most sinister

weapons of war in the form of heavy plant, machine tools, precision and optical
instruments of all types. Japan in her turn can supply from her newly conquered

territories many of the raw materials Germany moot requires: rubber, tin and

tungsten. It is certain that each will strain every nerve to develop sea

communications with the other.

"If we arc going to strangle Hitler, we must stop them from doing so. And

we need more ships to do it with."
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